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Castle on the

Rise HQN Books
Jason is a
cynical rich
playboy. He
doesn’t take life
seriously, He
doesn’t believe

in settling down.
Eileen's thirtieth
birthday is
almost here. But
as always she's
her parent’s
afterthought. Her
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family is too busy
planning a
shotgun wedding
for her older
sister—and she
has to help. It’s
just another year
where she’s
overlooked. But
the best man is
smoking hot and
actually notices
her and makes
her feel special.
Jason doesn’t
believe in
commitment, but
Eileen intrigues
him. She’s not
the kind of girl he
usually hooks up
with. She
doesn’t even fall
for his charm.
He’s made it his
task to convince
her that he’s not
the shallow man

she thinks he is.
But can Jason
give up his
playboy lifestyle
to become what
Eileen needs?
This Is War J.S.
Cooper
"Very
entertaining. I
highly recommend
this book to the
permanent library
of any reader that
appreciates a very
well written
mystery, with
some twists and an
intelligent plot.
You will not be
disappointed.
Excellent way to
spend a cold
weekend!" --Books
and Movie
Reviews, Roberto
Mattos (regarding
Murder in the

Manor)
PERISHED BY A
PAINTING (A
LACEY DOYLE
COZY MYSTER
Y—BOOK 6) is
book six in a
charming new
cozy mystery series
which begins with
MURDER IN
THE MANOR
(Book #1), a #1
Bestseller with over
100 five-star
reviews—and a
free download!
Lacey Doyle, 39
years old and
freshly divorced,
has made a drastic
change: she has
walked away from
the fast life of New
York City and
settled down in the
quaint English
seaside town of
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Wilfordshire. Fall
has arrived in
Wilfordshire,
bringing with it
Fall festivals of
food, charming
holidays and
refreshing return
to simple
normalcy. To
celebrate their new
proposal, Lacey
and Tom finally
get a romantic
countryside trip
together, and
Lacey is thrilled to
stumble upon a
rare painting in the
most unexpected
place—a shack on
the side of the
road. But Lacey
has no idea how
rare and valuable
his painting
actually is. When
she finds out the

shocking news, she
grapples with
whether she should
return it—when a
shocking twist and
a dead body put
her right in the
middle of a crime
that she must, with
her beloved dog at
her side, solve—or
else lose all that
she has worked for.
SILENCED BY A
SPELL (Book #7),
FRAMED BY A
FORGERY (Book
#8), and
CATASTROPHE
IN A CLOISTER
(Book #9) are also
available!
The Company
Daughters Fifty
Forty Productions
In his newest heart-
pounding
suspense novel, #1

New York Times
bestselling author
Terry Goodkind
introduces the
world to his most
unforgettable and
deadly character
yet. Angela
Constantine is a
girl born broken.
When Angela was
young, before she
came to realize she
had a rare ability,
she was a rather
ordinary girl. At
least, that was
what everyone
said. But Angela is
anything but
ordinary. The
daughter of a meth
addict, she is
convinced she was
born a freak.
Haunted by an
abusive childhood,
she was forced to
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become a woman
far too soon. And
in the process, she
became more.
Angela
Constantine has a
secret life. Angela
juggles multiple
jobs to live a
secluded life in a
cabin in the
mountains. But she
also lives a secret
life, right under
everyone’s noses.
Because her
family’s bloodline
carries the ability
to recognize
killers, she adopts
a solitary, violent
existence in
service of her own,
personal mission
in life. When
Angela
unexpectedly finds
herself the prey of

a group of
international
terrorists, she is
the only one who
knows the truth of
what they are
about to do. She
might look like an
unlikely hero. She
might also be our
only hope. Angela
Constantine is . .
.The Girl in the
Moon.
The Highlander's
Surrender Faber &
Faber
‘Blew my
mind⋯ so
magically written
and most of all that
it is based on true
events⋯ a hard-
hitting, soul-
crushing book⋯ I
loved every
moment of it⋯
immersive, heart-

wrenching, I feel
emotional writing
this review.’
Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars
Wanted: Company
Daughters.
Virtuous young
ladies to become
the brides of
industrious settlers
in a foreign land.
The Company will
pay the cost of the
lady’s dowry and
travel. Returns not
permitted, orphans
preferred.
Amsterdam, 1620.
Jana Beil has
learned that life
rarely provides
moments of joy.
Having run away
from a violent
father, her days are
spent searching for
work in an effort to
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stay out of the city
brothels, where
desperate women
trade their bodies
for a mouthful of
bread. But when
Jana is hired as a
servant for the
wealthy and kind
Master Reynst and
his beautiful
daughter Sontje,
Jana’s future
begins to look
brighter. Then
Master Reynst loses
his fortune on a bad
investment, and
everything changes.
The house is sold to
creditors, leaving
Jana back on the
street and Sontje
without a future.
With no other
choice, Jana and
Sontje are forced to
sign with the East

India Company as
Company
Daughters: sailing
to a colonial Dutch
outpost to become
the brides of male
settlers they know
nothing about.
With fear in their
hearts, the girls
begin their journey
– but what awaits
them on the other
side of the world is
nothing like what
they’ve been
promised⋯ Based
on true history, this
is a gripping and
unputdownable
historical novel,
perfect for fans of
Girl with a Pearl
Earring, The
Miniaturist and The
Indigo Girl.
WINNER OF THE
2021 GOLDEN

CROWN
LITERARY
SOCIETY
AWARD FOR
DEBUT FICTION.
FINALIST FOR
THE 2021
BISEXUAL BOOK
AWARDS.
LONGLISTED
FOR THE 2021
HWA DEBUT
CROWN
AWARD. What
readers are saying
about The
Company
Daughters: ‘Blew
my mind⋯ a book
I've told so many
people about purely
because I'm still in
disbelief that it
exists, that it's so
magically written
and most of all that
it is based on true
events⋯ a hard-
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hitting, soul-
crushing book of a
woman's struggle to
survive⋯ I loved
every moment of it.
Breathlessly, and in
a way that took up
my entire brain⋯
immersive, heart-
wrenching, and I
feel emotional
writing this
review.’
Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars
‘From the
moment I started
reading The
Company
Daughters, I was
captivated by this
historical tale.
Although it does
contain a love story,
it's not a
romance⋯This was
a gripping read.’
Goodreads

reviewer ‘This
book is so
stunningly tender
and beautiful, all
mixed in with some
seriously tragic and
heart-wrenching
events⋯ Rajaram is
an extremely skilled
writer, and I love
her writing style⋯
The themes of
sisterhood and
female love were so
present in this book
and I found it very
moving.’
Goodreads
reviewer ‘I was
enchanted by this
book! It’s a
delightful read that
will have your
emotions all over
the place.’
Goodreads
reviewer ‘I love
historical fiction,

and this book
touched on a topic
and time I knew
nearly nothing
about⋯There’s
love, there’s loss,
there’s surviving,
there’s thriving⋯
It was a very
beautiful book.’
Goodreads
reviewer ‘The
Company
Daughters is a
beautifully written
love story⋯ a
perfect example of
the power of
human will and the
endurance and
hope that love can
give a person.’
Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars
‘This book has a
beauty and grace to
it. The author’s
writing just flows off
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the page, and
although there are
struggles and upsets
by the time you
close the book over
you are filled with a
warm glow.’
Goodreads
reviewer ‘A
powerful and
insightful read. I
look forward to
reading more
historical work by
Samantha
Rajaram!’
Goodreads
reviewer
‘Heartbreaking⋯
a moving book⋯
vivid, with amazing
characters⋯ This is
a great read.’
Goodreads
reviewer
To My Arrogant
Boss Fiona
Grace

One cowboy, one
bar, one hell
of a holiday!
Praise for
Carolyn Brown's
country music
romances: "You
won't want to
miss this boot
scootin'
contemporary
full of sexy
cowboys and
sassy
women."—The
Romance Studio
(My Give a
Damn's Busted)
She means
business...
Sharlene
Waverly is
determined to
have the "new
and improved"
Honky Tonk up
and running
before the
holiday. For
that, she'll
need Holt
Jackson, the
best darn

carpenter in
the state. But
his warm,
whisky-colored
eyes make her
insides melt,
and before she
knows it, she's
sharing her
darkest secrets
and talking
about the
nightmares...
He's determined
to keep things
professional...
Holt Jackson
needs the job
at the Honky
Tonk, but is
completely
unprepared to
handle the
beautiful new
bar owner he's
working for.
Sharlene and
Holt try like
crazy to deny
the sparks
flying between
them, but their
love may just
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be the best
Christmas
present either
one of them
ever got.
Praise for I
Love This Bar: 
"Heart...sass..
.a lot of
sparks and roma
nce...country
music. What
more can I say?
I really had
fun with this b
ook."—Red-
Headed Book
Child
"Guaranteed to
leave you
countrified and
satisfied!"—Lov
e Romance
Passion

The Great
Christmas
Knit-Off
Acadian
Publishing
Limited
Get ready for
The Undoing,

soon to be the
most talked
about TV of
2020. From
the creators
of Big Little
Lies, The
Undoing
premieres
this autumn
starring
Nicole
Kidman, Hugh
Grant and
Donald
Sutherland.
'A great
psychological
thriller ...
I couldn't
put it down.'
Daisy Goodwin
'Gripping . .
. had me in
its thrall
from page one
. . .
Brilliant.'
MetroA New
York Times be

stsellerGrace
Sachs, a
happily
married
therapist
with a young
son, thinks
she knows
everything
about women,
men and
marriage. She
is about to
publish a
book called
You Should
Have Known,
based on her
pet theory:
women don't
value their
intuition
about men,
leading to
serious
trouble later
on.But how
well does
Grace know
her own
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husband? She
is about to
find out, and
in the place
of what she
thought she
knew, there
will be a
violent
death, a
missing
husband, and
a chain of
terrible
revelations.
Left behind
in the wake
of a very
public
disaster, and
horrified by
the ways in
which she has
failed to
heed her own
advice, Grace
must
dismantle one
life and
create

another for
herself and
her child.Pub
lished
previously
under the
title You
Should Have
Known
To The Rude
Guy in
Apartment Five
Penguin
Some time
after Veight
and Gomoviroa
leave to
investigate
the forest,
Kite stumbles
upon something
ominous within
one of
northern
Meraldia's
abandoned
minesâ€”a
desiccated
corpse
clinging to a
powerful,
enchanted

goblet. Upon
discovering the
corpse it
begins to move,
and summons an
army of
skeletons to
ravage
Meraldia. As
Airia and the
other viceroys
prepare for an
extended siege,
Veight returns
from his trip
and lays waste
to the army. He
brings the
goblet back to
Ryunheit to
study it, but
the moment he
lets it out of
his sight, it
possesses
Airia! What is
this mysterious
goblet, and
what could it
possibly want!?

Perished by
a Painting
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(A Lacey
Doyle Cozy
Mystery—Book
6)
Blackstone
Publishing
Learning
that Hazel
Marie is
pregnant
with twins
and that the
father,
private
investigator
J. D.
Pickens, has
left town,
Miss Julia
summons the
wayward man
to solve a
local theft
in the hopes
of reuniting
the couple.
By the
author of

Miss Julia
Paints the
Town.
A Bramble
House
Christmas
Bethany
House
Eliza
Knight's
bestselling
Scottish
historical
romance
series, The
Stolen Bride
Series, is
back with
another
amazing tale
of
adventure,
passion and
love! Ceana
Montgomery
had notions
of marrying
for love

after her
first
disastrous
marriage
ended in
widowhood.
But now
Robert the
Bruce has
ordered her
to marry a
stranger,
securing a
strong
alliance and
ending a
decades-old
feud.
Already used
as a pawn
once in
marriage,
she is
devastated
that she
will once
more have to
give up her
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happiness in
order to
please the
edicts of
men. And
while the
braw warrior
standing
before her
might incite
feelings
inside her
she thought
long since
buried,
desire is a
far cry from
love.The
rivalry
between
Brochan
Lamont and
his twin
brother,
John, began
in the womb,
and only
grew worse

from there.
They were
pitted
against each
other in
childhood,
and their
father left
them with a
legacy that
was a race
to the finis
h-whoever
has an heir
first
inherits the
lands. The
only problem
is that
Brochan has
given his
loyalty to
the Scots,
and his
brother to
the English.
In order to
keep the

lands and
ships under
Scottish
control,
Robert the
Bruce
demands
Brochan
marry to
break the
iron-clad
will. His
new bride
harbors a
fiery
temperament
that lures
Brochan into
stoking her
passions
instead of
her
ire.Aligned
to
strengthen
the Scottish
claims on
the realm,
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Brochan and
Ceana must
work
together to
overcome the
obstacles
that bind
them. But
perhaps
seeing their
duties
through does
not have to
be as
painful as
they both
predicted.
Is it
possible
that love
can be
forged from
a union born
in alliance?
Maybe Fate
knew all
along just
who was

meant for
who...
Death Waits
in the Dark
AuthorHouse
Here is the
dramatic
story of
Scandinavia
- from its
earliest
Germanic
origins and
Viking sea
raids to its
battles for
independence
and its
involvement
in World War
II. Denmark,
Finland,
Norway, and
Sweden,
writes award-
winning
historian
Ewan Butler

writes,
struggled
through
unions and
separations,
with both
outsiders
and each
other,
developing
their own
personalitie
s and
languages
yet
retaining
their
ancient
connections.
Eyes To The
Wind John Hunt
Publishing
It’s a summer
internship.
Never mind
that the
owners are
hot. Never
mind that
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there are three
of them. Never
mind that they
are twice her
age. Never mind
that they have
a secret “play"
room in the
basement. Never
mind that she’s
never been more
intrigued in
her life. She
only has three
months. No
matter how
deeply she gets
involved, she
can’t stay…
The Bad Boy
Series
Collection
J.S. Cooper
It took all of
thirty seconds
for two shots
to bring the
world of
Margaret
Tabaaha
crashing down
around her.
After losing

her husband in
Afghanistan
during the
first year of
Operation
Enduring
Freedom, her
two sons were
all she had
left. Now they
had been taken
from her
violently,
deliberately,
plunging her
into a whiskey
bottle and
stripping away
her reason for
living. When
Arthur Nakai
receives a call
from his first
love, Margaret,
her voice
pleading for
his help, it
comes as he is
attending a
wake for one of
the men he
considered a
brother from

his days in the
Marines 6th LAR
Wolf Pack
Battalion.
Feeling a deep
and responsible
obligation to
help her,
Arthur soon
finds himself
involved in the
multi-billion-
dollar world of
the oil and gas
industry and
coming face-to-
face with an
old adversary,
Elias Dayton.
Their paths had
crossed when
Arthur was a
member of the
Shadow Wolves,
an elite
tactical unit
within US
Customs and
Border
Protection. Now
Dayton runs
Patriot
Security, a
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Blackwater-type
firm that keeps
the oil rigs,
gas wells, and
man camps
secure from the
Water
Protectors,
protesters
pushing to stop
the fracking
and poisoning
of Native
lands. As
Arthur works
through the
case from his
end, Navajo
police chief
Jake Bilagody
tackles it from
another angle,
looking into
the strained
relationship
between the oil
company and the
Navajo people,
all while
searching for a
missing Navajo
man that may
have become an

unwilling piece
on the
reservation
checkerboard.
But when Arthur
learns the
identity of the
boys’ killer,
he struggles to
make sense of
it. Because if
the clues are
right, he will
be forced to
make a decision
that will haunt
him for the
rest of his
life.

One Hot
Holiday New
Word City
Emmy Award-
winning
producer and
New York
Times
bestselling
author
Lionel
Friedberg

has spent 50
years making
films as
diverse as
full-length
theatrical
features and
television d
ocumentaries
. After
growing up
in South
Africa
during the
troubled era
of apartheid
he began his
career
during the
dying days
of
colonialism
in Central
Africa. He
eventually
settled in
Los Angeles
where his
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work took him
to the sound
stages of
Hollywood
and to the
most remote
regions of
the Earth.
His career
exposed him
to the
extraordinar
y wonders of
our planet
and brought
him into
close
contact with
many
unforgettabl
e
personalitie
s from
maverick
scientists
to
politicians,
entertainers

and people
who survived
near-death
experiences.
His
observations
have taught
him that
life is far
more complex
and
infinitely
stranger
than we can
imagine.
When he was
struck by an
unexpected l
ife-
threatening
illness his
efforts to
find a way
to save his
life took
him back to
Africa where
he

encountered
the age-old
rituals and
powerful
healing
methods of
African
shamans.
Their
mysterious
ways have
much to
teach us and
are as
relevant
today as
they were in
ancient
times.
Forever in My
Veins Hera
books Ltd
This
Valentine’s
Day, her
perfect match
might be the
one man who’s
off-limits…
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Maddie Frazier
may be single
for
Valentine’s
Day, but she
has no
intention of
staying that
way. She’s
hoping the
man of her
dreams awaits
at Wild
River’s Blind
Date Ice
Fishing
weekend. But
her chances
of romance
are upended
when her
preassigned
match cancels
at the last
minute and
she’s paired
with their
wilderness
guide
instead.

Which wouldn’t
be so bad if
he wasn’t
also Mike
Toledo, her
sister’s
ruggedly sexy
ex. Love is
most
definitely in
the air as
the other
couples cozy
up in their
secluded
fishing huts,
but for
Maddie and
Mike,
complicated
doesn’t begin
to describe
it—especially
when the
close
proximity
highlights
only how kind
a-sorta-
perfect they

are for each
other. Surely
Maddie’s not
falling for
her sister’s
ex…right? But
with more
than just
fishing
breaking the
ice between
them,
undeniable
sparks start
flying fast
and furious.
How can
Maddie remain
loyal to her
sister
without
giving up her
shot at the o
nce-in-a-
lifetime
match she’s
been seeking?
Look for
Jennifer’s
newest book,
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Stars Over
Alaska!
Their Haunted
Nights
Entangled:
Amara
If they want
their happily
ever after,
they’ll have
to fight
time—and
thousands of
miles—for it…
Braeden No
strings. No
feelings.
Just fun.
That’s all I
have to
offer. I’m a
soldier, not
husband
material, and
I have no
problem with
that.
Especially
since she
feels the

same. AJ
challenges me
in ways I
can’t deny,
but romance
isn’t on our
agenda. A hot
fling suits
us just fine.
Until it
doesn’t… AJ
Nothing is
going to come
between me
and my dream
job. Not even
a sexy Marine
who breezes
through Vegas
all
confidence
and a cocky
smile. But as
it turns out,
there’s more
to Braeden
than meets
the eye—and I
want to learn
all his

secrets. Then
I find out
he’s about to
be deployed
and
everything
changes.
Because time
waits for no
one. I wonder
if the same
can be said
for love… The
Final Fight,
book 8 in the
Fighting
series, is an
emotional,
angsty,
contemporary,
steamy,
military
romance with
a guaranteed
HEA. Download
today to get
ready to fall
for Braeden
and AJ.
The
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Descendants
Complete
Series (Books
1, 1.5, 2, 3)
Becca Jameson
Publishing
Left
penniless and
shattered by
devastating
secrets
revealed in
the aftermath
of her
seemingly
successful
lawyer
husband's
sudden death,
Georgia
rallies
herself to
pursue a new
relationship
and support
her two
daughters.
Stand-In
Saturday
HarperCollins

UK
In the
tradition of
Trisha Ashley
and Jenny
Colgan, this
first book in
a new series
by Alexandra
Brown—author
of the popular
Cupcakes at
Carrington’s
series—tells
the hilarious,
heartwarming
story of a
jilted bride
who
anticipates a
lonely
Christmas but
instead finds
herself in the
tiny village
of Tindledale,
where the
residents
share her
obsession with
knitting. When
life unravels,
it’s time to

knit… Sybil has
always taken
comfort in her
passion for
knitting,
creating
beautiful knits
stitch by
stitch. But her
world suddenly
unravels when
her fiancé
ditches her for
her identical
twin sister at
her Star Wars-
themed wedding,
leaving her
sporting a
Princess Leia
do. Then things
go from bad to
worse when an
incident at
work
jeopardizes her
job. Hoping to
escape her woes
and forget that
she’ll be alone
for Christmas
this year, she
visits her
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friend in
Tindledale—a
winter
wonderland of
quaint shops
and snowy
rooftops. When
she arrives in
the idyllic
town, she can’t
help feeling
like she’s in a
Hallmark
greeting card.
She’s embraced
by welcoming—if
eccentric—local
s wearing
handmade knits
that remind
Sybil of her
own creations
as well as her
unrealized
ambitions of
selling them.
So when the
vintage
boutique asks
her to make an
assortment of
knits for their
display window,

she’s thrilled.
The hot town
doctor has even
taken an
interest in
Sybil, hoping
to heal her
broken heart.
But just when
Sybil thinks
she’s going to
have her
fairytale
Christmas after
all, an
unexpected turn
of events
threatens to
unspool her
happily ever
after.

Teaching
Abby JB
Salsbury,
LLC
The new Ben
Hope
thriller in
the series
which has
sold

millions of
copies
around the
world
Bad
Engagement J-
Novel Club
It is morning
in America,
many years in
the future.
As the 22nd
century
approaches,
the United
States and
Canada have
been
shattered by
war and
upheaval and
have broken
up into
separate
ethnic,
racial, and
political
enclaves. On
the east
coast a
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crumbling,
bankrupt and
tottering
United States
government
still holds a
weak and
impotent sway
over a ragged
collection of
tattered
states and
cities, but
life is
chaotic and
plagued with
poverty,
violence, and
desperation.
The entire
Southwest,
beginning
with Texas
and extending
westward to
southern
California
and north as
far as Utah,
has become

the Spanish-
speaking
Mexican state
of Aztlan.
And in the
Pacific
Northwest,
from northern
California on
up to Alaska,
a brutal
fascist and
white
supremacist
dictatorship
rules the
Northwest
American
Republic.
Colonel
Donald
Redmond of
the Bureau of
State
Security
(BOSS) is one
of the
Northwest
Republic’s
most ruthless

and skillful
political
policemen.
Then on a
bright
October
morning he is
called into
the office of
the State
President,
where he is
given a top-
secret
assignment. A
skeleton from
the bloody
and
treacherous
days of the
revolution
against
America is
about to
emerge from
the closet,
and one of
the most
carefully
guarded and
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suppressed
mysteries of
that
revolution
may become
public
knowledge.
That long
hidden truth
may undermine
the very
moral and
political
foundations
of the white
supremacist
state. A
woman’s life
hangs in the
balance, but
possibly even
the fate a of
a continent
as well, as
Donald
Redmond and
his partner
Sergeant Nel
plunge into
the past and

seek for the
answer: who
betrayed the
Olympic
Flying
Column, and
why? In The
Hill of the
Ravens,
underground
cult novelist
H. A.
Covington
offers us a
grim and
chilling view
of a future
that may yet
come to be.
Honky Tonk
Christmas
Plume
‘Emotional,
moving,
funny,
heartwarming
- this novel
has got it
all. Highly
recommended!’

Samantha
Tonge, author
of The Winter
We Met What
happens when
love takes
you to
unexpected
places?
Heather
Douglas
appears to
have it all.
But living on
a farm in the
Scottish
Highlands
with her
partner, Rory
Fraser, all
while
bringing up
their
adorable
toddler,
Harry, isn’t
easy. As a
former
librarian,
Heather is
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worried that
she’ll never
fully fit
into life on
Fraser Farm.
And after the
death of her
beloved mum
eight years
ago, Heather
feels lost,
as well as
guilty for
holding back
accepting
Rory’s
marriage
proposal
because she
can’t imagine
her wedding
without her
mother. So
when ex-
boyfriend,
Stewart,
appears in
the village
of Glendale,
it’s a shock

to the system.
The man who
broke her
heart years
ago now has
big plans for
the
neighbouring
farm and
wants Heather
to be part of
the
development.
Knowing that
she’s living
a very
different
life to the
one they had
planned at
university
leaves
Heather
wondering if
she has made
the right
choices since
she and
Stewart broke
up.

Especially
when things
start to go
very wrong on
the farm ...
This
Christmas,
Heather will
need to face
her fears and
let go of the
past or risk
losing
everything.
She will need
love, faith,
and a whole
lot of hope!
Return to the
beautiful
Highlands
village of
Glendale with
the latest
book in the
bestselling
Glendale
series – the
perfect cosy,
uplifting,
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romantic read
for fans of
Heidi Swain,
Milly Johnson
and Holly
Martin.
Praise for
Hopeful
Hearts at
Glendale
Hall: 'A
delightful
and
heartwarming
read. I
really
enjoyed
escaping to
Glendale, and
getting to
know the warm
and varied
characters.'
Caroline
Roberts,
author of The
Cosy Teashop
in the Castle
series and
Rachel's

Pudding Pantry
‘a gorgeous
feel-good
story...I'm
already
looking
forward to
the next
one!’ Jessica
Redland,
author of
Finding Love
at Hedgehog
Hollow 'A
festive
farmland
treat with
deep snow and
even deeper
heart!' Isla
Gordon,
author of A
Season in the
Snow ‘a
magical
setting,
characters
that feel
like family,
and plenty of

drama...the
best one yet
in this
enchanting
series’ Books
of All Kinds
‘I absolutely
loved this
book...
beautifully
written and a
really easy,
feel good
read and a
perfect
escape.’ A
Girl Who
Loves to Read
‘A
brilliantly
written,
deliciously
witty and
highly moving
tale... sheer
perfection
from
beginning to
end!’ ?????
Bookish
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Jottings ‘a
truly magical
and
enchanting
read. I
absolutely
loved it’
????? Little
Miss Book
Lover ‘read
at any time
when you need
something
comforting
and cosy and
want to
escape from
the world for
a while.’
Book Lover
Worm ‘If
you’re
looking for a
feelgood
story to make
you smile,
then look no
further!’
Roberta Reads
I’ve fallen

in love with
this
uplifting
story and
with the
entire town
of
Glendale...I
wish the
characters
were real!’
?????
ReadwithAbi
‘I’d love to
move to
Glendale... I
truly hope
there will be
more books in
the series
because this
is a
triumph!!! An
easy ?????
from me!’
Head in a
Book ‘This
was a fun,
heartfelt
read which I

really enjoyed
and would
highly
recommend
it.’ Cheryl’s
Bookworm
Reads
‘totally
captured my
heart and
left me with
a feeling of
loss as I
reached the
end.’ Love
the Smell of
a Book
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